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Bab29a, BB36, Rei68, Wil92a. **Greenwich** [She54, She60]. **Group** [Isa14, BK11].
groups [BHK12, SBET85]. growth [Mou15]. **Guard** [THWV88]. **Guide** [AB86, Mat91, Yos92, Ano91d, Bab97, CBSW17].
gunnery [Joh95]. **Guns** [Bab55b, Bab55c].

**H** [Ano91c, BCKS+83, Enr88, SBET85]. **Half** [AUB+89, Her88].
**Half-Century** [AFB+89, Her88]. **Hall** [CW91, WSC+88]. **Hamden** [Mad86].
Hand [Ess04, Par96]. **Hand-Loom** [Ess04]. Hans [Ano91d]. Happenings [MN88, OLCJ91]. **Happy** [VW91].

**Hard** [Ano91c, AFB+89, Her88]. **Ham** [BCKS+83]. Hackers [Isa14].
Hairdressers [GG90]. **Half-Century** [AFB+89, Her88]. **Hall** [CW91, WSC+88].

**H يوجد** [Bab27b, Bab38b]. Hobby [Fra86]. Hodgkin [Ano00]. Holes [Ano91a, JC90]. Hollar [Joh95]. Hollerith [Aus82]. Holocaust [Bla02]. Home [Ano80, THWV88]. Hon [Bab29c]. Hoofs [Bab37b, Bab38b]. Hord [BCKS+83].

**Horizon** [Tom02]. **Horsetrack** [Bab27b, Bab38b]. **House** [Bab27a, Gre06, Bab56a]. Hoxton [Bab35a]. Human [Bab33b, Bab60a, Rat52]. **Humphrey** [Bab22a, Bab22b, Bab30j]. **Hut** [BCKS+83]. **Hutton** [Byr38]. Hyman [CK99a, O'H82, Ric83, Ros90, VBCC83, CSW90, Emr88, Hii85, O'D85a, Smi83, Tro84, W.86]. Hyman [Bab22a, Bab22b, Bab30j]. Hum [Bab33b, Bab60a, Rat52].

**I.** [BCKS+83]. **IBM** [Ano91c, Bla02, BEG+87]. **Idea** [Wol16].

**Idealistic** [Bow93]. Ideas [CW91, WOL].

**ideologie** [BCKS+83]. illus [L.90, Twe93]. Illustrated [Hun96, Mad86, O'H82].
Illustration [Bab38c]. Imaginary [Pur93].

**Imagination** [Tom02]. **Immanuel** [Vam85, Wil86]. Impact [Gig01].


**Industry** [Bab51a, Biz03]. **Infinity** [Bab19b, Bab26e, Bab30h]. Influence [Bab27c, Nim08]. influences [GST01].

influential [Ano11, Cur10]. Information [Aus82, CW91, Cur12, Ess04, Gul80, Gul81, Hun96, WSC+88, CH02, GP08, Gle11, OLCJ91, Hun96]. informatique [CW91].

**Innocence** [CW91]. Innovation [Aga18, AFB+89, De 06, Jon16, CW91].

innovators [Isa14]. Inquiry [Gib19].

**Inspiration** [Ric97]. Institute [CK92, Gul80, Gul81, MN88, Sei95, Tew92, Tew93, WSC+88, All91, Ano80, AB86, Asp07, CK01c, Mis07, Nor01]. 

Institutions [WSC+88, All91, Bab56c]. Institutions [Bab26a, Bab37b, Bab56c, CK89a, CK99p, Coh88]. Instruments [Har49a]. Integral
Intelligence [BHP20, LaC16, PHB20]. Interface [Wil00c, Bro00]. international [Bel84, Bab60b, OLCJ91]. Internet [Ano00, DH98, DH04]. introducing [NJ05, Pil05]. Introduction [Sta11, Wil00c, WSC18, DH90, DH94, DH98, DH04, Twe92]. introductory [Bab29b]. Invent [Bab99]. Invented [Sla87, Jon91, Smi10]. Inventing [Ano00]. Invention [Nic43a, Ano06, Gre06, Hal09, Mou15, SU96, Ug19], inventor [BV07, Mos64a, Mos65, Cal68, Can66, Og165]. Inventors [Smi71, Cur10]. Investigating [Bab19b, Bab30h]. investigation [GG05]. Invitation [SGM07]. Involved [Mac07]. Iowa [L.90]. Irascible [Mos64a, Mos65, Phi65, Cal68, Can66, Ogb65, Opp71, OS65]. Irish [GP08]. ISBN [Ano91c, Bab97, Mos64b, Mos65, Phi65, Cal68, Can66, Og165, Opp71, OS65]. Invitations [Wil80, Wil81b, Bro91]. Inviting [Ano91c, AFB89, Bab24b, Bab56f, Bab64b, Bab69, Bab92a, Van83, Bab35e, Ber92b, Fin52, Her31b, She54, She60]. Issac [O'B93]. Issue [BDH90]. issued [OLCJ91]. Italian [For75, Bab34e, BV07, Bul71]. italians [Bul71]. IV [BCKS83].
Lifetimes [Far64]. Lighthouses [Bab51c, Bab53, Jon91]. Lights [Bab51c]. Limehouse [Ack95]. Limits [WSC+88]. Lindgren [Ano91c, B¨ul88, Twe91, AFB+89, CW91]. Line [Tom02]. Linear [BHW+90, NZ06]. list [Bro91]. Listing [Bab97, Ano91d]. Lists [Schxx]. Literature [Mat91, CH02]. Little [CK89q, CK89r, Sus00b, Ano48]. Lives [Bab26a, Bab67b, Bab89b, CK89o, CK89p, Fis14, Wol16, Sib95, CK94]. Local [Bab23a]. Localities [Bab60a]. Locating [Ber92a, Ber92b]. Logarithm [Ano03, Bab31a]. Logarithmic [GG90]. Logarithms [Bab27b, Bab27d, Bab31c, Bab15, CK88, Bab29e, Byr38, CK89b, Mou15]. logic [GG05]. London [Ano90, CK01b, Car69, Cro04b, Enr80a, Enr80b, Twe89b, Twe91, Twe92, Twe93, Wil64, Bab97, Ric97]. Longfield [O'B93]. Loom [Ess04]. Lord [Sus11, Ess14a, Ess14b]. lords [Ano06, Gre06]. Losano [For75]. Lovelace [Sus11, Ess14a, Ess14b]. M [BBKC32, BR89, Bey79a, Bey79b, Bey79c, BCKS+83, CK89q, CK89r, Enr78, Hil79, HG79, Kem79, Rob79, SBET85, Wro56]. M. [BH25, BH30, Bab35e, Bab43a, Men43, Sto55]. mèmes [Bab31b]. Labboth [Cal68, Can66, Og665, Opp71]. macchina [For75]. macchina [Bab34e, Los72, Tri72]. Machine [Air56, AFB+89, B.88, Men43, Pur93, Sto55, Sus00a, Sus00b, Swa91b, THWV88, Wat12, Wro56, Aga01, Ano91e, Ano10a, Bab35e, Bab55f, DR92a, Her88, Jen85, PP79, BCKS+83, BHB+89, Mer82, Hun96]. Machinery [Ano91c, Bab22b, Bab22c, Bab22d, Bab23b, Bab26b, Bab29d, Bab30d, Bab33b, Bab35c, Bab38c, Bab99, Bab71, Bab03a, Bab10a, Ber82, CK89c, CW91, SS57, Sus00b, Ano32a, Ano32b, BBKC32, Bab32c, Bab32d, Bab33c, Bab33d, Bab34d, Bab34e, Bab34f, Bab46b, Bab63, Bab86, BB36, CK89s, Jer89, Lew03, Ano48]. Machines [Aga18, Bow53b, Com31, Har49a, Jon16, Mar25, Mar86, MKW92, Twe93, Bab33c, Bab34f, Bab34g, BdL80, Bab10b, Bab89, Bro92, Cha12, Col71, Col90, Coo05, Dot96, Jon91, OLCJ91]. Macht [Dot97]. MacLachlan [Ashl02]. Made [HB22, Byr38, Lee95, Par96]. Magazine [BR89, CK89q, CK89r]. magnesium [Ano26]. Magnetic [Bab26d, Bab30c]. Magnetism [BH25, BH30]. magnetological [Pat60]. Majesty [Ano06, Gre06]. Major [Bab56c]. Makers [AG02, Wol16]. Making [Ber82, Aga01, Bab89c, CK89k, Fah91]. Malthus [O’B93]. Man [O’H82, Bro92, Smi10]. management [Ano11, Lew07]. Managing [CW91]. manufature [Bab34e]. Manifested [BH25, BH30]. Manual [Com47]. Manufactories [Bab03b]. Manufacture [Bab29d]. Manufactures [Bab35c, Bab71, Bab03a, Bab10a, CK89c, Ano32a, Ano32b, Bab29b, BBKC32, Bab32c, Bab32d, Bab33c, Bab33d, Bab34d, Bab34e, Bab34f, Bab46b, BdL80, Bab63, Bab86, Bab10b, BB36, CK89s, Lew03, Sus00b]. Manufacturing [Bab33b, Biz03, BdL80]. manuscripts [Bab97]. many [Bab27b]. Marian [BEG+87]. Mario [For75]. Mark [O’B93, Smi71]. Market [AFB+89, Bar00]. Marshall [CM11, Nim08]. Martin [Hun96, Sib95, Twe89a, Twe93, Twe89b]. Marx [O’B93, Wen09]. Mary [Sin99]. Maschinen [Bab33d]. Maschinen-
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